For a general isotropic two-dimensional theory near criticality, the universal singular free energy per correlation volume f,( is equal to -(c/12tr)(2 -a)(1 -a) ', where c is the central charge of the theory at criticality, a is the usual specific-heat exponent, and g is defined (for a) 0) in terms of the second moment of the energy correlations. Some generalizations of this result are also noted. 
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PACS numbers: 05.50.+q, 05.70.Jk, 64.60.Fr In the past few years, our understanding of twodimensional critical behavior has advanced considerably through the application of the principle of conformal invariance. However 
r'(e(r) e(0)), d'r, which, from the scaling form above, is independent of t ast 0. The main result of this Letter is that the integral on the right-hand side of (2) may be evaluated in terms of a and the conformal-anomaly number c of the critical theory. This is defined as follows. The stress tensor T"" is defined in terms of the response of the reduced Hamiltonian (or action) to an infinitesimal change of coordinates x" x"+a", corresponding to a nonuniform RG transformation: BS = -(I/2tr) f8"a'T""d2x. It is convenient to use complex coordinates (z, z'). The components of the stress tensor are then given in terms of the Cartesian components by T = T"=-, ' (T,"Tyy--2iT"y), 8=4T".=4T.. . =T""+Try, and T*-= T, . . . = -, ' (T""-Tyy+2iT"y). These are respectively the spin 2, 0, and -2 components of the stress tensor, and 8 is its trace. At the critical point, 8=0, and the conservation of T", implies that i), .T=r), T* =0. Rotational invariance then implies that the two-point function Under a dilatation r" r'"=(I+X)r", with ) ((1, e(r) (1 -Xx, )e(r'), where x, =2 -v ' is the scaling dimension of e. Thus the total change in S is -X(2 -x, )tfr(r)d r. However, by the definition of the stress tensor this change is - (X/2n) R (p(R)p(0)), dR.
The integral is equal (apart from a factor of 2z) to that in (2). On expressing 2 -x, as 2/(2 -a), one finds the main result quoted in the abstract.
The integrand in the denominator of (1) behaves like r "' as r 0, and thus the integral converges only for x, & 1 (a & 0). When a~0, the integral must be cut off for r & a (where a is a microscopic distance), and the denominator then behaves like 2~+32~tw
here A~and A2 are constants with A~&0. However, FP to another is related to an integral like that in (2).
Away from the FP, 8e0. Rotational invariance constrains the two-point functions of T and 8 to have the
=G(zz*)/z'z*, (8(z,z*)8(0,0)), =H(zz*)/z'z*'.
Conservation of the stress tensor 8, . 
